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EVOLUTION OF A LIBRARY COMMITTEE
• 2015, 10 person committee with 4 with formal
training in CS
• 2016, formed with 7 people: 4 have formal
training in CS, two more with extensive
experience
• 2 members of administration, 3 Systems, 1
Electronic Resources and 1 public services

UNIVERSITY-WIDE CONTENT MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
• Introduced University wide
• They control the top level CSS/style of the sites
• Options were given, but there wasn't any full
choice
• Very helpful in creating things for us, when it is
allowed, like the search box for the front page
• Sometimes, we were just told no

UNIVERSITY BRANDING
• Allowable colors
• AP Style
• Staff Pictures (consulted)

EMOTIONAL NATURE OF WEB DESIGN
• Web design is emotional and political

• Tough to determine what would be an issue for library staff
• You cannot discount this part
• When we tried to include people in decision making,
participation was low but people still had emotional reactions
• Bringing in people from outside helped to gain buy in for new
concepts - should have done that earlier
• Same issues will reoccur with same emotional reactions

OLD WEBSITE

NEW WEBSITE

HELP

CRAZYEGG
• Heatmaps show clicks and scrolling, with
individual clicks also recorded
• Can be assigned to any page
• Cost approximately $20/mo.
• Limited to 20 live snapshots at any one time

CARD SORTING

AFFINITY MAPPING

USER SURVEYS
•
•
•
•

Eight questions
Yes/No answers
Text box answers
Rating answers
•
•
•
•
•

Extremely satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Extremely dissatisfied

SPECIFIC CONTENT
•
•
•
•

Current, correct information
Bibliographer -> Subject Librarian
Fines and Fees
Ongoing writing for the web battle

BIBLIOGRAPHER SUBJECT LIBRARIAN

FINES and FEES

IT'S DONE! - THE FIRST MONTH
• Live link on the old site
• Link for comments
• Actively solicited comments from internal
departments
• Aug. 1 went live
• No real comments until school started and
then we got a lot from library staff when
school started

ADMINISTRATION DESCENDS
• Executive committee told one person, who
would then tell us
• Fell into a top down model for decision making
• When we all talked about it together, it was a
lot more successful
• Still happening, but to a lesser extent, 1 year
later

INITIAL USER TESTING
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deciding what 10 tasks we want to test
Writing the script
Deciding what to include in the release form
Finding 3 users to test
Planning on an hour long session for each
Setting up the technology for testing and
recording

ACCESSIBILITY ISSUES
• We noticed that the orange was not accessible
based on a staff complaint
• Once we started really thinking about it, these
issues are everywhere
• We are now hyper-aware of usability issues,
making sure we check it on all kinds of devices,
screen readers, accessibility software, etc.
• Accessibility checker

CONTENT STRATEGY
• AP Style

• Active voice

• 8th grade level

• Bullet points

• Patron-focus

• Edit, edit, edit

• Friendly

THE AFTER EFFECTS
•
•
•
•
•
•

LibGuides are changing now
People are more accepting of changes
Brand consistency is more accepted
People actually agree in surveys
User testing is moving to proprietary interfaces
People are slightly less emotional about
changes

CONTINUING PROJECTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Google Analytics
CrazyEgg
User feedback
On-the-fly usability testing
A/B testing
Standardization between “other” and CMS
Standardization with LibGuides
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